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About us

Innova Bio-Meditech is one of the professional solution provider of laboratory and medical devices. Firmly 

committed to our mission of “sharing innovative bio-meditech solutions with the world”, we are dedicated 

to innovation in the fields of Biology Project, Life Science, Pharmacy Industry and Medical Treatment.

Innova Bio-Meditech possesses a sound distribution and service network with business partners in North 

and Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia-Pacific etc. We have built up a well established R&D, manufacture 

network with � centers in Qingdao, Shanghai and Suzhou. Inspired by the needs of our customers, we adopt 

advanced technologies and transform them into accessible innovation. This means constant effort and 

research, in order to more fully understand the developments of the market, INNOVA produce constantly 

upgraded product ranges by adding new products year after year.
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Smart, Compact and saving the space.Designed specifically

for chemiluminescence.High end refrigeration camera, 

easy to operate.

Introduction

Smart and compact.

Standard for Chemiluminescence.

Auto Focus.

Unlimited software users.

Model

Camera

Lens

Software

Type

CI-Elite ��� CI-Elite ���

Resolution

Pixel Size

Pixel density ��bit（����� Grey scales）

�.�ODDynamic Range

Temperature

Electronic Lens F�.�� as standard, (F�.� is optional), Accurate auto focus

Auto focus

Capture Software

Analysis Software

Focus

Capture

Analysis

-�� degree regulated

Cooled Back-illuminated CMOS

�.� Megapixels

�.�� x �.��um

Cooled CCD

� Megapixels

�.�� x �.��um

Elite Chemi Imager
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Features

Parameters



Features

·Focus on Chemi Imaging Application

·High sensitive cooled digital camera

·Optional Fluorescent application

·Unlimited software users

Model

Camera

Lens

Software

Sample tray

CI ���

Cooled Back-illuminated CMOSType

�.� MegapixelsResolution

�.�� x �.��umPixel Size

��bit（����� Grey scales）Pixel density

�.�ODDynamic Range

-�� degree regulatedTemperature

F�.�� as standard, (F�.� is optional), Accurate auto focus

Auto focus

���nm、���nm、���nm、���nm、���nm、���nm etc.

Auto focus

Optional eight position filter wheel

� layers chemiluminescence sample tray

Capture Software

Analysis Software

Capture

Analysis

Light source

Filters
Fluorescent
Module

Filter wheel

Electronic Lens

Focus

Cooled CCD

� Megapixels

�.�� x �.��um

CI ���

Standard parameters

Optional accessories
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-Runs without the software encryption devices, so as to avoid the inability of experiments due to the loss or damage of encryption devices.

-Automatic exposure: The system automatically recognizes the sample intensity, automatically sets the optimal single exposure time， and obtains a 

 single image without the need for manual settings.

-Multlingual interface, real-time image acauisition function, used for acquisition of nucleic acid, protein electrophoresis gel imagesand chemiluminescence 

images, GLP function, recording image generation time, shooting parameters and other information.

-Binning modes such as�X�, �X�, �X�, �X� increase sensitivity of the system, so as to capture the weak bands.

-Automatic acjustment of grayscale, without manual adjustment of display parameters,can automatically present efective signals in the image perfectly.

-Real time temperature display of the cooled CCD camera, so as to ensure the sampie imape acauisition under optimal condition of the camera.

-Multi frame function provides four accumulation modes time accumulation, grayscale accumulation, grayscales series and timeseries).

-Overlay the Marker and Sample after acquisition, avoid manual stacking.

-Multiple pseudo colors display bright bands in diferent colors, and make t easy to view the strength and weakness of the sample.

-Database management of sample images allows to view information on sample images captured at any time in the dast.

-Automatic exposure function, the automatic exposure alporithm designed with a large numer of sample pictures as samples, to calculate theaccurate 

exposure time.accurate exposure time.

-Runs without the software encryption devices, unlimited software users.

-Autommatic molecular weight calculation, band concentration caculation, relative content percentage calculation and density calculation.

-Support various image processing functions such as rotation, cropping, and so on.

-Convenient image navigation and browse, adjust the window width and level, and achieve the best image display effect

-Optical density calculations on designated areas, suitable for protein quantitative analysis.

-Remove background mode to obtain optimized accurate results of analysis.

-The analysis results can be output to an Excel file based on the selection range.

Capture/Analysis Software
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Add. : No. 176 Jufeng Road, 266199, Qingdao, China

Tel. : +86 532 8789 0634
Email: info@innobiomed.com

web: www. innovabiomed. com
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